The idea is to reuse some of the decorative items that are available by rearranging them. By cleaning up the front of the living room
of its many objects we create an undisturbed quiet view towards the veranda and the stunning sea view.
In the back of the house, entrance, and dining we want more cozyiness.
The entrance could be highlighted by some wall paper and we could reuse the existing wood vases and transform them into lamps.
We can use the wooden chest and some of the statues here. To round it all up I suggest a rug (leaving the door entrance space empty f
easy passage).
In the dining area I arranged existing bali chest and the wooden totems. The big totem could be lighted by some led lights.
By adding a wallpaper on both sides and putting 2 mirrors
behind the table we create an elegant dining space where, the sea reﬂects in the 2 mirrors behind the table.
3 pressed glass lamps by tom Dixon, 8 Marcel Breuer chairs and blue rug under the existing wood table, round up the work.
Towards the passage in front above the existing bench we can hang 2 pictures in b&w or sepia colour.
In the living room we can place to ceiling ﬂooding lamps Jazz by Vibia.

blue embroidered rug for dining
wallpapers living room and entrance and
rug for
entrance

Lamps JAZZ, BIRDIE, TOM DIXON,PRESSED GLASS.
Ambiance for mezzanine pouf covers. We reuse in the
mezzanine the existing pouf and copy the same one to create 2
reading corners. We cover with a loose washable linen cover,
add some loose, cushions. A low round table and a dim-able
reading light and an existing painting placed behind on the ﬂoor
for this space that now will not be anymore just a passage but an
inviting part of the house.

Bedrooms can have blackout curtains
and the 3 main bedrooms a light voile
(linen) layer on top. For the Master 1
we can go for a masculine option with
greys, blacks and your white bed with
a black and white rug in front, for the
bedroom 3 we can go for aquamarine
colors and for your room we keep
natural beige tones to match the bed
and furniture. We can add a Marcel
Breuer chair in your room
We can give some life with a rug and
a pouf both with some red-orange
patterns. All bedrooms shall make you
feel relaxed and light.
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